Attitudes towards Safety Regulation and Job Satisfaction in Commercial Motor Vehicle Drivers

This paper presents a study about the relationship between attitudes toward safety regulations and job satisfaction among commercial motor vehicle operators in Chile. 318 truck drivers were recruited during 2012. Results show that the principal predictor of attitudes toward safety regulations is job satisfaction, after time driving in this occupation. These findings suggest that trust in work safety is relevant for a risky profession, as the studied.
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Introduction

Job satisfaction is a pleasurable or positive emotional state resulting from the appraisal of one’s job or job experiences (Locke, 1976). Job satisfaction is a topic of study interest in different areas, such as education (Klassen & Chiu, 2010; Menghi & Oros, 2014; Pedraza Melo, 2020), hotel professionals (Nadiri & Tanova, 2010) and health workers (Álvarez Gómez, Mori Vara, & Gómez Sánchez, 2019; Hayes, Bonner, & Pryor, 2010; Marin Samanez & Placencia Medina, 2017), among others. However, in drivers of commercial vehicles, there is scarce research on this subject. In one of the few studies in this topic, De Croon, Blonk, De Zwart, Frings-Dresen, and Broersen (2002) found that the greater workload is a predictor of dissatisfaction. Job satisfaction refers to affects and judgments people make about their job (Cuadra Peralta & Veloso Besio, 2007), how much it is valued and whether it is a source of pleasure (Aziri, 2011).

This subjective dimension of work is of relevance since it stands as a source of identity of individuals (Hulin, 2002) and predicts work performance (Judge, Thoresen, Bono, & Patton, 2001; Mora Romero & Mariscal Rosado, 2019). Different explanatory factors of job satisfaction have been examined. In particular, the influence of elements related to the context of the work has been highlighted, such as the labour situation, evaluating the influence of the type of workday (Huang, Chen, Rogers, & Krauss, 2003), the salary received (Judge, Piccolo, Podsakoff, Shaw, & Rich, 2010) or the type of contract (Gamero, 2007). The relationship between job satisfaction and satisfactory workplace safety has also been examined (Gyekye, 2005).

Considering the risks involved in the activity of commercial vehicle drivers (Bidasca & Townsend, 2014), this article seeks to investigate attitudes towards road safety (Douglas & Swartz, 2009) as an explanatory component of job satisfaction. We will examine not the relationship between safety at work and job satisfaction, but the extent to which positive attitudes towards road safety norms, standards, or rules (i.e., beliefs about their effectiveness, beliefs that are applied effectively and the positive assessment of these safety standards) are positively associated with job satisfaction. We postulate that a positive view of safety standards will minimize the perception of occupational hazards associated with driving commercial vehicles and that these beliefs will help to have a more positive view of work in the transport sector. Drivers of commercial vehicles probably share attitudes and behaviours of animosity towards risk, as people in general (Kahneman, 2012), we postulate that a positive attitude towards road regulations will help to evaluate their work as safe. It is expected that favourable attitudes towards road regulations will enhance job satisfaction, controlling the previously described positive working conditions (contract or more stable employment, higher incomes, etc.) associated with job satisfaction.

Method

Population and sample

The population of the study corresponds to 8,111 truck drivers, affiliated to the Trade Union of Chilean Transport (Sindicato de Transportes de Chile) and to the list of those who work in the port of Valparaiso, Chile. The questionnaire Characterization of Truck Drivers was applied by trained interviewers to 318 drivers of commercial vehicles in Chile, belonging to the 15 regions, during 2012, with a sampling error of 5.2% for the 95% confidence level. The average age of respondents was 46.5 years (SD = 10.5), with 99.7% men. Sampling was carried out using a non-random, convenience sampling method. All participants were given an informed consent, which they had to sign prior to participation, where they were informed of the study objectives and that the data processing would be confidential. The study was approved by the Comité de Bioética of Facultad de Educación y Ciencias Sociales (Universidad Andrés Bello, Santiago, Chile).

Instruments

Job Satisfaction Scale. This scale was developed by Warr, Cook, & Wall (1979) and translated into Spanish at the Instituto de Seguridad e Higiene en el Trabajo del Ministerio de Trabajo y Asuntos Sociales de España (Pérez & Fidalgo, 1995). The scale included 15 statements, related to intrinsic and extrinsic factors of job satisfaction. In this study, the internal consistency of this scale was high, reaching a very satisfactory level of .88 for Cronbach’s alpha statistic.
Scale of Attitudes towards Road Regulation. This scale was developed by Douglas & Swartz (2009), being translated and validated into Spanish by Oyanedel, Villalobos, Mella, & Plaza (2013). The scale is composed of 13 statements, distributed in three factors: a) enforcement of the rule (example of item is the current road safety rules are well enforced); b) positive attitudes towards road safety (example of inverted item is the road safety rules have become very complicated); and c) effectiveness of the rules (example of item is rules that regulate how long a driver can drive are good for road safety). The total of the items on the scale the agreement with road rules. In this study, both the general scale and the dimensions have adequate psychometric properties, with Cronbach’s alpha for the first factor of .79, for the second of .72 and for the third of .68, while for the general scale .78.

Job stability. To measure this construct, two variables were included. The first one looks at the number of years in the current company and the second at the number of jobs in the last three years.

Working conditions. Number of hours and days driven daily was asked, as well as whether the company works by shifts or shift change. In the latter case, the answers were coded as 1 = if you work in shifts and 0 = if you do not work in shifts.

Employment contract. Respondents were asked whether they had an employment contract as part of their work as drivers of commercial vehicles (1 = yes, 0 = no).

Income. An ordinal measure of income was used, where respondents were categorized into the following tranches: “less than 46,000”, “46,000 to less than 115,000”, “115,000 to less than 230,000”, “230,000 to less than 350,000”, “350,000 to 460,000”, “460,000 to 580,000”, “580,000 to 700,000”, “700,000 to 800,000”, “800,000 to 930,000” and “more than 930,000 pesos”.

Age and years or work. Included age and years working in the transport sector.

Data analysis
First, descriptive analysis was carried out (means and frequencies). Secondly, correlations between the variables were examined and a multiple linear regression was carried out with job satisfaction as predicted variable and attitudes towards road safety and the work factors (stability, working conditions, income), age and years of work as predictors variables. Statistical package IBM-SPSS v. 20 was used for data analysis. Finally, a mediation analysis was carried out based on structural equation modeling (SEM), in order to test the direct and indirect effects of the control variables included in the multiple regression analysis on the dependent variable (job satisfaction), with the attitude towards road safety as a mediating variable.

Results
The average for job satisfaction was 5.3 (SD = 0.979), showing a higher satisfaction with job as main tendency, because the scale oscillates between 1 and 7 and mean was well above theoretical mean of 4. The scale of attitudes towards road safety has an average of 5.0 (SD = 0.807), evidencing an important agreement with the existing traffic regulations in Chile. The drivers of commercial vehicles have been on average, 6.0 years (SD = 6.399) in the company where they are working and have had 1.7 jobs (SD = 1.619) in the last 3 years. In turn, on average, participants work 8.9 hours a day (SD = 3.88) and 23.5 days a month (SD = 5.06), having spent a mean of 21.3 years in the transport sector (SD = 10.844).

On the other hand, 86.2% of those surveyed have a work contract and only 18.6% work in shifts. Income is concentrated in sections 460,000 to 580,000 (30.0%) and 580,000 to 700,000 (25.4%).

Bivariate correlations indicate that job satisfaction is associated as expected with attitudes, seniority, and better work conditions, like driving fewer hours per day, working fewer hours per month, shift work and higher incomes. By respect to age, the older the worker, the longer he or she works in the sector. The more time in the transport sector, the more time in the company and the fewer days worked, means that they have better working conditions. If the worker doesn’t have a contract, he drives more hours, work more days, and earn less. People who do not work shifts are those who have been in the transport sector for the least number of years, work fewer days per month and are younger.
Table 1
**Descriptive statistics for continuous variables**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Job satisfaction</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitudes towards road safety</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years in the company</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>6.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numbers of jobs in the last 3 years</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours you drive daily</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>3.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days you work in the month</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>5.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years in the transport sector</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>10.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2
**Descriptive statistics for categorical variables**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Work contract</td>
<td>13.8%</td>
<td>86.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company works by shifts</td>
<td>81.4%</td>
<td>18.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less 46,000</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46,000 to less 115,000</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115,000 to less 230,000</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230,000 to less 350,000</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350,000 to less 460,000</td>
<td>17.3%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>460,000 to less 580,000</td>
<td>30.0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>580,000 to less 700,000</td>
<td>25.4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700,000 to less 800,000</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800,000 to less 930,000</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>930,000 and more</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The correlations of the three dimensions of the Road Regulation Scale showed that the agreement with the enforcement of the rule or the application of the norm is associated with job satisfaction, as well as with seniority, this means with years working in the sector, years in the company and age. While agreement with effectiveness of the rules, or the effectiveness of regulatory standards, is associated with the other two dimensions of scale and job satisfaction, it is not associated with any of the other variables. The dimension of attitudes towards road safety it is not associated with satisfaction or other variables.

When introducing variables as predictors of job satisfaction, it is possible to observe that the regression is statistically significant, $F(10,277) = 9.916, p < 0.001$, explaining 23.7% of the variance of the dependent variable.

The variables years in the transport sector, number of jobs in the last three years, having a work contract, age, whether the company works in shifts and years in the company do not significantly influence the prediction of job satisfaction, although the last two showed significant bivariate correlations. On the other hand, the overall score of the scale of attitudes towards road safety, higher income, fewer daily driving hours and days worked per month are significant predictive factors. The first two are positively associated with job satisfaction, while the other two are negatively associated with job satisfaction. In other words, the greater the agreement with the traffic rules and the higher salary are specifically related to job satisfaction. At the opposite, higher levels of workload are associated with lower job satisfaction. Attitudes towards road safety is the most important predictor of job satisfaction ($B = 0.234$), after the number of hours driven daily ($B = -0.278$).
To test the direct and indirect effects of the variables hours of daily driving, days of driving in the month and age and income, on the variable job satisfaction, a MIMIC model was built, which is presented in figure 1, where the variable attitude towards road safety acted as a mediating variable.

The results of the analysis (see table 5) show there are no relevant mediation effects. All the variables present significant direct effects on job satisfaction, except for the age variable, which has a significant positive indirect effect on job satisfaction, mediated by attitude towards road safety. However, the total effect of age on job satisfaction was not significant. On the other hand, the variables hours of daily driving and days of driving in the month, present significant direct and total negative effects, while, in turn, the variables attitude
towards road safety and income, present significant direct and total positive effects on job satisfaction.

**Discussion**

This study results are congruent with the few studies on job satisfaction in drivers of commercial vehicles: higher workload is a predictor of dissatisfaction (De Croon et al., 2002; Díaz Mamani & Choque Cahuantico, 2019; Gavilanes Gavilanes, 2020). At the same time, it is also consistent with research in other areas that indicates that better incomes or salary are associated with job satisfaction (Judge et al., 2010; Mora Romero & Mariscal Rosado, 2019). Results also showed that agreeing with attitudes towards road safety specifically predict the job satisfaction of these workers. Ultimately, the safety of commercial vehicle drivers underlies their activity. This type of attitude facilitates safe driving practices and, as the literature suggests, safety is related to job satisfaction (Gyekye, 2005). Results also showed that job satisfaction was strongly associated with the application dimension of the standard or the successful enforcement of the rule, and, to a lesser extent, with the effectiveness of the regulatory standards. The agreement that road safety rules or norms are actually enforced and that they are effective is likely to decrease negative affectivity, particularly anxiety about the risk of accident, as well as increase the sense of control in the work of the professional driver. Both psychological processes are associated with well-being and job satisfaction (Warr, 2007), that are strongly interrelated (Unanue, Gómez, Cortez, Oyanedel, & Mendi-buro-Seguel, 2017). This profile suggest that this are two aspects or normative facets to be reinforced by prevention campaigns and formation. The results suggest that making drivers aware of successful application of the rules of road regulation as well as reporting on their effectiveness will enhance their job satisfaction, as well as probably
increasing their prevention behaviours. In this vein, Iversen & Rundmo (2004) study showed that positive attitudes towards traffic safety issues influenced lower involvement in risk behaviour in traffic, especially attitudes towards rule violations and speeding. While years in the company, years in the transport sector and age were positively associated with agreeing that standards are successfully applied, belief in the effectiveness of the norms of road safety did not show this profile. This means that mere experience and learning helps to reinforce belief in the application of norms of road safety. However, experience did not increase agreement with the effectiveness of norms of road safety. In other words, a persuasive effort through information campaigns would seem to be necessary to reinforce beliefs in the effectiveness of road regulation rules. On the other hand, in addition to information, systematic training processes would be necessary for people working in the sector to acquire habits of applying regulatory norms, since it is known that mere information is not sufficient and that it is necessary for it to be complemented with the acquisition of practices, their evaluation and maintenance (Hall & Rossi, 2008).

Although it is necessary to state that one of the limitations of this study is the lag between the time of data collection, in 2012, and the time of presentation of this article, at the same time it is possible to argue that this weakness is largely part mitigated by its originality and relevance. There is little literature on the matter, mainly in populations of truck drivers from Latin American cultures. Consequently, it is considered that this limitation does not represent a sufficient reason to discard the important new empirical evidence provided by this research and that it may contribute to future research.
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